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About This Game

Tank Universal creates a huge virtual 'Tron-like' world where you take part in immense 3D tank battles involving scores of units
both friendly and not so friendly in wide open levels!

  Players can bombard the enemy from a distance or close the gap and dodge shells point blank - all in an immersive first person
perspective.
Features:

20 levels of highly addictive and intense tank battles

Some missions require you to leave the safety of your tank and explore the world on foot

Ability to upgrade weapons and tank equipment

Fight alongside allies against highly intelligent and numerous enemies

Spectacular looking virtual world and eye-popping particle effects

Take the battle in any direction with wide open levels allowing freedom of play

Intriguing storyline switching between the 'real world' and the digital virtual world
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Enhanced resolutions, including widescreen support up to 1680x1050

Unlock over 25 achievements, including Roadkill, Sheep Master and the all important; Saviour of the Resistance
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Title: Tank Universal
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Dialogue Design
Publisher:
Meridian4
Release Date: 21 Aug, 2008
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English,Russian
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I really like this game, fun and addictive it makes you concentrate, talk about multi-tasking! The game play and graphics are
great, you can make it as hard or easy as you like - great fun and value.. if u want to fall in love with characters then watch them
all die then this is the game for you (:. Well, brings back good memories!
Great game, 3D CRAZY mode is fantastic.
. Though the gameplay is the same as with many other indie RPGs, this game has a fresh theme and dialogues that had me
laughing non-stop.. G
BOUGHT GAME AND IT DOES NOT WORK. You can usually tell if a game is going to be successful through the beta test
alone. Take for instance this game which seemed to have only 9 testers. Anything less than 50 testers is usually considered a
blatant waste of time. Problem is that developers also often groom their testers. In other words the testers are so wanting to
please the developer for receiving a free game that they often downplay their true criticism. Either that or developers can be
prejudice looking only for target audience that agrees with them, dismissing any gamer that doesn't.

In this beta test a few annoyances were constantly being grumbled by the testers...
* Hit boxes to the enemies are inconsistent and appalling.
* No clear indicators of which direction you should travel.
* Ability to walk off screen.
* Dialogues keep looping.
* Confusing presentation where you don't know who is talking or who is being actually referenced, especially at the end.

Were any of these things brought up fixed during the beta test? No, not really, all those problems still exist in the game. In fact
the developer even had the nerve to inform the testers that he likes some of the bugs and considers them part of the game. So
why on Earth have the beta test in the first place?

1166 is about 6 individuals apparently in Salem who all have 2 things in common. 1) They all see monsters and 2) Their world is
about to end at 1166. What that actually means is what is supposed to push the gamer forward in the game to find out.
Disappointingly the end is so vague and open to interpretation that you will be no better off in understanding at the conclusion
of the game as you were at its beginning. You are given a multiple choice end where you can 1) kill yourself 2) kill someone 3)
exit. Regardless of all these endings, none of them really add any moral issues, no real purpose or clear statement being made,
and no point whatsoever in needing to have played it.

Like Pok\u00e9mon has hidden references to Shinto demonology https:\/\/youtu.be\/N1c7pZIXcU0 likewise this 1166
inspiration is all based on the hidden summoning of a demon https:\/\/en.wikipedia.org\/wiki\/Marchosias for protection. So
again the question spews forth from my mouth what is the reason? What is the point of this subject? Entertainment? What
statement are you trying to make Mr Developer?

If this game was an ink block test all it would reveal to a psychiatrist, is that this bi-polar developer Cyrus Yalda 
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https:\/\/www.facebook.com\/cyrus.yalda1 seriously needs his meds increased...

Below a sample from someone else...

https:\/\/youtu.be\/GCGN5POpk28

If you enjoyed reading this review feel free to subscribe to my curator page. Thanks...

http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/6843548\/. Dofus, Wakfu's older sibling. I would say Dofus is a lot like Wakfu, but
unlike Wakfu, its older and has more content. I strongly recommend any Wakfu fan try out Dofus, or any MMO or RPG fan
give Dofus a try one way or another.

Also be sure to check out Wakfu while you are at it.
http://store.steampowered.com/app/215080/
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Great mod, really challenging at times. Some puzzles can be harder than the original game's puzzles.
Definitely worth your time if you liked Portal.. Played multiple stages and they are all the same. Same objectives over and over
again. Pretty boring pretty quickly.. This game is so fun for local multiplayer! It's like a crazy retro-styled air hockey!. 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/_Fh1HYraHHY

this game has got some issues. first and most importantly, the overlay images are not displayed properly. you will see double
vision of your aiming reticle and the health bars. i suspect that what you see in your right eye, you are supposed to see in your
left eye and vice versa. that makes it so you actually have to aim between the 2 reticles that you see. that's uncomfortable on the
eyes.

secondly, this game is extremely repetative. you will fight wave after wave of exactly the same ship... on the first stage alone.
this is not helped by the fact that there is so little to look at and the fact that your ship is the same ship as the enemy ships for
some reason. even when you get to a different stage and you are given a different ship, guess what? the enemy ships on that
stage are also your new ship.

speaking of repetative... if you watch the video for this game and turn on the sound... get used to that song. it plays non stop over
and over and over again and it's only like a minute maybe a minute and a half. there are also no sound effects, despite the option
to turn on\/off sound in the menu.

this game does not claim to be in early access, but it sure feels like it. there are a bunch of simple things that could have been
done to make this better. 1- on stages where you have to fight off waves of enemies, tell the player how many more enemies
need to be killed. 2- on stages where you need to blow up a specific object, have an arrow indicate where that object is when
you're not looking at it. 3- sound effects. 4- have some kind of transition between stages. something a little more interesting than
'mission complete wait 7 seconds' and 'destroy red ships' or whatever. give us stats from the previous stage, tell us why we need
to blow up the freightor\/enemy ships. 5- add some variation to the enemies you face in a stage. 6- don't have the enemies
absorb so much damage. with the way the ships move, and the amount of time it takes to slowly destroy them this feels like
space tanks. it should be like 4 laser shots or 2 torpedo shots to destroy a normal enemy ship. 6- increase the fire rate of the
lasers (also make the lasers more visable) 7- give some sort visual representation of the cool down on the torpedos (eg- have the
aiming reticle turn red and refill toward green as torpedos recharge). This is the next best thing in so-bad-it's-good-gaming..
I\u2019ve got 990 hours into this game and I think it\u2019s great. The graphics look amazing to me, and the gameplay gives
you both pvp and pve. I\u2019d recommend playing in a group as I find that more fun but many go it alone.

It\u2019s fairly deep with knowledge so there\u2019s a lot to learn. There are many ways to play this game: hunting, crafting,
pvp, capture the flag, grinding, and raising kids among many others. It\u2019s a sandbox so you make it what you want. Really
good game
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